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New: Permanent Weight Loss tips (Password holders only)
FREE!!: Try out our new 3D BMI Calculator

Customers
chose these
Top Stories

Cecile lost a
record 32 kilos
in just 17 weeks!

One more month!
Two Months' supply
for the price of one!

Get your TopSlim
for Free and
Win a Holiday!

You won't believe
what else you
will get for Free!!

A New Life!

Riaan Burger from
Empangeni lost 48 kilos in
just 21 weeks. Over 2
kilos per week! He says:
"Nothing is the same.
Everything has
changed. This is a
dream!"
Read more here...

FREE 3D BMI
Calculator!

If you don't know what
your BMI is, then Now is
the Time. Click here.

Finally! Scientifically tested Fast Weight Loss!

TopSlim is based on the research of some of the most eminent and respected scientist
in the world!. See below.
TopSlim contains Garcinia Cambogia, which is the only weight loss ingredient that has
EVER been fully tested in multiple double blind clinical studies over many years.
See here.

Garcinia Cambogia is derived from the Gambooge fruit that is
native to Indonesia. The fruit has been used in Indian
traditional medicine for thousands of years. The fruit has been
used to treat a host of maladies and well researched evidence
has shown the extract to have enormous Appetite
Suppressing, Fat Burning and Energy Boosting properties.

Carcinia Cambogia also does something completely unique! It
inhibits fat synthesis. In other words it Stops the Creation of

Fat - the transformation of the carbs you eat into fat! This is totally new and unique to
Garcinia Cambogia and this on it's own, makes TopSlim such a sought after weight loss
miracle.

The reason why Garcinia Cambogia has been ignored for so long is simply a matter of
cost. To create the extract was hideously complicated and expensive.

Now – finally! New simplified extraction techniques made Garcinia Cambogia available to
the average man and woman and TopSlim immediately decided to put huge quantities of
Garcinia Cambogia (500mg!) in each capsule! All you have to do is to take 1 capsule per
day an hour before your main meal and use our FREE Healthy Eating Program.
The results have been incredible – every day there is more and more e-mails streaming
in with more and more fabulous results:

Reinette Groenewald from Krugersdorp: “89 to 76 in just one
month!! And this was in December with all the parties!!”

Peter Shapouri from Wynberg: 98
to 81 kilos in just 7 weeks!
“Some of my old clients did not
recognize me. They did not want to
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"These caps
really work!"

Brenda lost 6 dress sizes
in 3 months, but she
refused to say how many
kilos! Read what she says.
Click here.

TopSlim Two for one!
While suplies last you
will get 2 months
supply for the price
of one! Only R245 +
postage for 2 months
supply. Order quick
while the special is still

on! Click here.

Where can I buy it?
We are based in Hout
Bay in the Cape. We do
not market via agents
or pharmacies or shops.
They load the prices
way over the top which
puts it out of reach of
most of our customers.
We use Speed Services
couriers and deliver
anywhere in SA and
overseas, normally
within 2 working days
in SA. You can pay with
a Credit Card. CLICK
HERE. (Very safe using
SSL encryption). Or do
an Electronic Funds
Transfer (EFT) or a
normal Bank Deposit.

CLICK HERE

More questions
click here.

ask what happened - They thought I had AIDS or TB or something!”

Top Scientists give us TopSlim

For the 1st time ever the world’s most renowned scientist and leaders of the nutritional
and weight loss research came together and combined their efforts to find a safe and
permanent weight loss solution.

This is the result of their combined research: Not a drug, not a man made chemical
concoction, but something totally natural! The best answer has always been with us
(although hidden away in Indonesia and difficult to process), but now the incredible
miracle herb: Garcinia Cambogia has been released! It provides the fastest, safest
and most permanent weight loss solution ever!!

Professor Carl L. Keen is Professor of Nutrition and Internal Medicine at
University of California in Davis, California. He has served on numerous US
government boards and has been awarded a large number of awards for work in
Nutrition including the prestigious American Institute of Nutrition Research
Award which he won twice! See Prof Keen's incredible CV - click here!

Professor Preuss is a tenured Professor in four departments at Georgetown
University Medical Center - Biochemistry, Physiology, Medicine, and Pathology.
Dr. Preuss is the ninth Master of the American College of Nutrition.
His bibliography includes nine books and over 230 peer-reviewed medical research
papers, 180 general medical contributions, 7 patents, and more than 250 abstracts.
Professor Preuss is a very, very impressive scientist - Click here!

Professor Stohs is the Department Chair (Biomedicinal Chemistry) at the
College of Pharmacy at the University of Nebraska Medical Center. He has
published more than 380 peer reviewed articles in scientific and professional
journals, and has made over 500 presentations at international, national and regional
scientific and professional meetings.
A truly world class scientist - click here!

The world renowned scientist above, found Garcinia Cambogia to be so important in the
fight against the world wide scourge of obesity, that they put their reputations and
the reputations of the venerable universities they represent on the line for the good of
humanity. They wrote an open letter to the US Federal Drug Administartion (FDA) to tell
the world that
Garcinia Cambogia is the Answer: Fast, Safe & Scientifically Proven.
See here for some extracts of what they said.

Safe

As you can see here: Garcinia Cambogia has been tested exhaustively
over many decades and has been found to be 100% natural, safe and
effective.
It has no side effects and contains no stimulants that can harm the heart
or increase blood pressure. It is completely safe to use with any
medication including medications for diabetes and high blood pressure.
You will lose weight fast, naturally and safely!

However, we err on the side of caution and women who are pregnant or nursing
and anyone who suffers from dementia are not recommended to take TopSlim.
Diabetics, on the other hand, might get good news - see here for the reasons.

Extended for another Month!
TWO FOR ONE

Buy one – get one free!
While stocks last
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Jump in quickly & get it before stock runs out
Just click here and get it Quick!

Delivery within 2 working days anywhere in SA after money shows in our account.
Delivery Cost - click here.

Free

With the two months worth of TopSlim (yes 2!! Since it’s on Special at the moment),
you also get for FREE:

Easy Recipes, Menus and even Weekly Shopping Lists for a Month. Fast &
Easy to make, using everyday food, and the whole family will love it! Click here.
Lifestyle adjustment plan designed by faculty physicians from Harvard Medical
School!! Click here.
A FREE Holiday for 2 to Mauritius! Why not? Click here.
And a a bit more! Click here.

100% money back guarantee

The world’s most respected scientists has given you
TopSlim. The best researched and most effective
ingredient ever!

Safe - Natural - Fast

Why wait – you have to lose weight! You know it.

Do it now – we make it Easy

Click here and get rid of it
for once and for all!!
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